
Great value and features

 

Wasn’t  expecting  this  double  din  sat  nav  dvd  player  with
reversing camera to be anywhere as superb as it is considering
the very low price.

Fitted perfectly, great sound and packed full of features. Sat
nav is extremely good and can’t fault it at all in the couple
of weeks I’ve been using it.

Simple plug and play when you buy a harness adaptor for your
make and model of car. Everything worked first time.

Would definitely recommend and a friend has bought the same
unit after seeing mine. Think that says it all.
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Affordable  infotainment
system

Honestly for the price its a great unit that will do it all,
but you do get what you pay for so the price point is the
reason for my 5 star rating.

This is a sleek and easy to install unit. As long as you have
the basic tools for electronics you will be able to install
easy. Great GPS as well helped me on a 3 hour trip today.

But what is most important about any product is the service
you get after. Pumpkin was very quick to resolve a few slight
problems I had. Their employee Chloe, that i worked with, was
very polite, prompt and took care of my problems. I was very
very surprised with how well the interaction went. So what I
am saying is, If your on the fence about this unit, buy with
confidence, because if you were to have a problem you will
have great support to assist you. Would recommend the product
and the company. A++ in my book. Well done.
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Awesome single din head unit

This single din touch screen Android unit fits in my 2018
freightliner Sd114.

The plug that came with the radio plugged directly to my stock
wiring harness.. did no cutting or tapping into wires.. It was
not that hard to install. I was very pleased with the way the
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unit operates. I had one issue with date not advancing after
installing, emailed the support address and within a day had a
software update sent to me which was easy to install. Then I
made a suggestion to have the current time available on all
mode screens and within a week they took my suggestion and
sent me another software upgrade to show current time on all
screens. Very happy with unit, great sound, easy to use an
install, and support team is on it. Thanks to the support team
for a good experience.

For the Price I love it..


